About the Spray Tan
South Seas is the most sought after spray tanning solution in the world. It has been voted “the
best of the best” by Allure magazine year after year. South Seas is paraben-free and Contains
9%-11% certified organic DHA and is not tested on animals. This solution provides an ideal tan
for all skin types. All of the solutions contain aloe and minerals to help hydrate your skin and
give it an extra glow. We offer different organic solutions for clients. The esthetician applying
your tan will consult with you and choose a solution that is right for your skin type and
preference.
When applied the solution reacts with your natural amino acids in the outer layer(Dermis) of
your skin to achieve a healthy tanned appearance without having to spend hours in the sun!
The natural formula works with your own skin to produce the most natural shade of than for
the client.
If you have had an allergic reaction to other self-tanners, please refrain from booking an
appointment without consulting a physician.

Day of your spray tan
Your shower the day of must be at least 2 hours prior to your appointment. Any closer could affect the
results due to your pores and PH of the soap that you use.
Exfoliate your skin with a wash cloth or body scrub the day/evening before your tan. After your
shower you may use a light unscented moisturizer (that contains no mineral oil) if your skin feels dry or
tight. If needed, shaving and waxing should be done 24hrs prior to your tan appointment, not the day
of.
You are free to wear whatever your comfort level is for your appointment. Some clients prefer to wear
their swimsuits and some prefer to be garment free. It is totally up to you! The spray tan solution does
not stain most fabrics but it is recommended to wear loose dark clothing to your appointment.

After your Spray Tan
Do not get wet, sweat at the gym for at least 8hrs after your tan appointment. If it’s raining the
day of your appointment please bring an umbrella. Be sure to shower no more than 24 hours
after your tan. Your first shower should be gentle with no scrubbing. Use moisturizer
containing no mineral oil every day. Pure shea butter is the best moisturizer for your spray tan
because it slows and evens the skins natural exfoliation process.

After Care Instructions
1. Avoid sunscreens, body washes, soaps, and lotions with mineral oil.
2. Moisturize 1-2 times daily with South Seas Moorea Lotion or a pure shea butter to allow
the tan to fade evenly.
3. Use South Seas Tahitian tan extender to prolong the life of your tan up to 2 weeks or
more.

